












 
5-6. TROUBLESHOOTING 

5-7. MAIN GEAR STRUT REMOVAL. (Refer to figure 5-1.)  
a. Remove bench-type rear seat or individual center seats.  
b. Remove carpeting and access covers from area of landing gear bulkhead,  
c. Jack the aircraft in accordance with procedures outlined In Section 2.  

NOTE: If a new strut is to be installed, complete steps “d” thru “h”, and step “n”. 

d. Remove hub cap retainer screws (21) and hub cap (20).  
e. Remove bolts securing back plates to brake cylinder and remove back plates.  
f. Remove cotter pin (22) and axle nut (19); remove wheel from axle.  
g. Disconnect brake hose (13) from brake assembly (16) and plug or cap openings. 
h.  Remove bolts securing axle (15) and brake torque plate to strut, noting numbers of and marking position of  
 wheel alignment shims (14), so that shims may be installed in exactly the same position.  
i. With master switch OFF, place landing gear handle up, and operate emergency hand pump until main gear  
 downlock releases.  
j. Disconnect brake hose from swivel fitting at block near saddle (2); cap openings.  
k. Remove Inboard bolt (4) and barrel nut (I) securing strut to saddle (2).  
I. Remove bolts (5) securing clamp (5) and strut to saddle.  
m. Carefully work strut out through door openings, leaving brake line (9) attached to strut.  
n. Remove brake line (9) from clips (10) on strut.  
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TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY 

Dragging brake. 
Jack wheel and check brake. 

Wheel bearings not adjusted 
properly. 

Tighten axle nut properly. 
 

Defective actuators. Repair or replace actuators 

Incorrect tire inflation. Inflate to correct pressure. 

Incorrect tire inflation Inflate to correct pressure. 

Wheels out of alignment. Align wheels. 

Wheels out of balance. Balance wheels. 

Sprung landing gear spring. Replace spring. 

 
UNEVEN OR EXCESSIVE 
TIRES WEAR. 
 

Bent axle. Replace axle. 

Incorrect tire inflation. Inflate to correct pressure. 

Landing gear attaching  
parts not tight.. 

Tighten loose parts; replace 
defective arts. 

Sprung landing gear spring. Replace spring. 

Bent axle. Replace axle. 

Different quantity of fuel  
in wing tanks. Refuel airplane. 

 
AIRCRAFT LEANS                   
TO ONE SIDE. 

Structural damage to landing gear 
bulkhead components. Replace damaged parts. 

ONE OR MORE UPLOCKS OR 
DOWNLOCKS DO NOT 
OPERATE. 

Incorrect rigging. Rig per applicable paragraph. 



CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY

MODEL 337
MAINTENANCE MANUAL

5-7A. CORROSION CONTROL ON LANDING GEAR SPRINGS.
a. General

(1) The main landing gear springs are made from high strength steel that is shot peened on the lower surface 
to increase the fatigue life of the part.

(2) The shot peened layer is between 0.010 and 0.020 inch thick.
(3) If the protective layer of paint is chipped, scratched, or worn away, the steel may corrode (rust).

NOTE: Corrosion pits that extend past the shot peen layer of the gear spring will cause a significant 
decrease in the fatigue life of the spring.

(4) Operation from unimproved surfaces increases the possibility of damage.
b. Corrosion removal and repair.

WARNING: Do not use chemical rust removers or paint strippers on landing gear springs. High-
strength steel parts are very susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. Acidic solutions, 
such as rust removers and paint strippers, can cause hydrogen embrittlement. 
Hydrogen embrittlement is an undetectable, time-delayed process. Since the process 
is time delayed, failure can occur after the part is returned to service.

(1) Examine for signs of corrosion (red rust) if damage to the paint finish of the landing gear spring is found.
(2) Carefully remove any rust by light sanding.

(a)  The sanding must blend the damage into the adjacent area in an approximate 20:1 ratio.
EXAMPLE: An 0.005-inch deep pit. The pit must be blended to a 0.10-inch radius or 0.20-inch 

diameter.
(b) Make sure the last sanding marks are along an inboard-to-outboard direction, or along the long 

dimension of the spring.
(3) After the sanding is complete, measure the depth of the removed material from the damaged area. 

NOTE: The maximum combined depth of removed material to the top and bottom or leading and trailing 
edge is not to be more than 0.063 inch at any two opposite points on the gear spring. This 
measurement limitation includes areas that have previously been damaged and repaired.

(a) Make sure the depth of the damage area on the bottom of the gear spring is not more than 0.012 inch 
deep.
1 If the damage is deeper than 0.012 inch deep and less than 0.063 inch deep, replace or shot peen 

the gear spring. The gear spring must be removed and sent to an approved facility to be shot 
peened.
a The shot peen specification is to be Almen intensity of 0.012 to 0.016 with 330 steel shot.

(b) Make sure the depth of any damage on the leading edge, trailing edge, or top of the gear spring is not 
more than 0.063 inch deep.
1 If the damage is deeper than 0.063 inch deep, replace the gear spring.

(4) Touch-up paint as required.

c. Axle bolt hole corrosion.
(1) Operation of an airplane on skis increases the loads on the lower part of the gear spring because of the 

unsymmetrical and twisting loads.
(a) The increased loads have produced spring fractures that originate from pits in the axle attach holes.

1 Catastrophic failures can occur from fatigue cracks as small as 0.003 to 0.010- inch long that 
originated at pits.

NOTE: Although operation on skis causes more loads, the criteria apply to all airplanes.
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(2) There is no maximum damage depth for pits that develop in the axle bolt holes. If pits or corrosion is 
found, ream to remove it, subject to the following limitations:
(a) Remove the minimum material necessary to repair the damage.
(b) Make sure the diameter of the axle attachment holes are no more than 0.383 inch for 3/8- inch bolts.
(c) Make sure the diameter of the axle attachment holes are no more than 0.321 inch for 5/16- inch bolts.
(d) If reaming to the maximum dimension does not remove all signs of corrosion, discard the landing gear 

spring.

5-8. STRUT INSTALLATION. (Refer to figure 5-1.) 
a. Install brake line (9) in clips (10) on strut. 
b. Carefully work strut through door opening into position on saddle. 
c. Install inboard bolt (4), barrel nut (1), bolts (5).
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